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Abstract. Video object segmentation is a fundamental step in many
advanced vision applications. Most existing algorithms are based on
handcrafted features such as HOG, super-pixel segmentation or texture-
based techniques, while recently deep features have been found to be
more efficient. Existing algorithms observe performance degradation in
the presence of challenges such as illumination variations, shadows, and
color camouflage. To handle these challenges we propose a fusion based
moving object segmentation algorithm which exploits color as well as
depth information using GAN to achieve more accuracy. Our goal is
to segment moving objects in the presence of challenging background
scenes, in real environments. To address this problem, GAN is trained in
an unsupervised manner on color and depth information independently
with challenging video sequences. During testing, the trained GAN gen-
erates backgrounds similar to that in the test sample. The generated
background samples are then compared with the test sample to segment
moving objects. The final result is computed by fusion of object bound-
aries in both modalities, RGB and the depth. The comparison of our
proposed algorithm with five state-of-the-art methods on publicly avail-
able dataset has shown the strength of our algorithm for moving object
segmentation in videos in the presence of challenging real scenarios.
Keywords: Video object segmentation · Generative Adversarial Net-
works · Background Estimation.
1 Introduction
A fundamental step in many computer vision and artificial intelligence appli-
cations involves objects segmentation, for various tasks such as object detec-
tion [1,27], visual object tracking [26,30], video surveillance [3,11], salient motion
detection [5] and image inpainting [25]. For object segmentation, background
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modeling plays a crucial role as it is a key process, which describes a scene
without the presence of any foreground objects. However, foreground object
detection is the process of extracting moving objects with prior knowledge of
the background. Foreground object detection becomes more challenging in real-
time environments for instance illumination variations, out of range scenarios
and color camouflage of foreground objects concerning the background informa-
tion [17]. There are other challenging conditions as well, such as sequences with
shadows or ghosting artifacts and also bootstrapping in which foreground ob-
jects are present in almost all frames of a video sequence. Over the past decade,
many techniques have been proposed in the literature to address the problems
of these challenging background scenes for the tasks of foreground detection and
evaluation [2, 12,23].
To address the challenges mentioned above for object segmentation, we present
a fusion based deep learning method. Our proposed method is based on Gener-
ative Adversarial Network (GAN) [8] working on the idea of back propagation
steps to generate specific kind of data. In this study, our primary focus is fore-
ground object segmentation in the presence of various challenging conditions
in background scenes. To address this problem, we present a solution based on
GANs [22] which works on the principle of generating background samples with
scene specific information. Our proposed GAN model trains in an unsupervised
manner on all video sequences irrespective of the presence of foreground objects
in them as scene specific model. The primary purpose of training scene-specific
GAN model is that the network should be able to learn the semantics of the scene
containing various foreground background objects in the presence of challenging
conditions such as illumination variations, shadows, and dynamic background
information. The key idea behind training our GAN model with various chal-
lenging scenes is that during testing, our model will be able to generate the
background scene according to our given test sample information. Since our net-
work is trained on the data containing both background as well as foreground
information, we need to eliminate moving foreground objects from our test sam-
ple in order to generate the exact background image via our trained GAN model.
This can be done by multiplying test samples containing foreground objects with
their motion masks evaluated by using optical flow [15]. This step helps our GAN
model to generate exact image sample containing only background information
similar in semantics as test sample via back-propagation technique. The gener-
ated background sample is then subtracted from the given test sample to detect
foreground objects as shown in Figure 1.
2 Related Work
In the last two decades, several methods have proposed for foreground detection
by exploiting color and depth information. There are various traditional back-
ground subtraction methods, for instance, a very popular and classic method
for background subtraction is GMM [24]. The idea of this proposed method is,
modeling of each pixel is done with a mixture of Gaussian, and it works on color
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information processing only. However, SOBS algorithms, such as [18] and [16],
shows improvement in performance by using color and depth features. They are
based on self-organizing neural networks, which achieves better results in vari-
ous challenging environments. Another efficient background subtraction model
with a fusion of depth information embedded in the basic structure of Robust
Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) is proposed by Javed et al. [9, 10]. It is
a hybrid RPCA model with spatial and temporal information handling mecha-
nism. Therefore, it is called Spatiotemporal Robust Principal Component Analysis
(SRPCA). SRPCA algorithm is a graph-regularized method, which preserves the
spatiotemporal information of background that is low-rank matrix formation in
the form of dual spectral graphs. To address the challenges in background sub-
traction problem, Bo Xin et al. [28] presented a technique called Background
Subtraction via Generalized Fused Lasso Foreground Modeling (BS-GFL). Their
primary objective is to address the problem of missing information in foreground
detection because of various challenges like illumination variations and dynamic
backgrounds. To solve this problem, they consider generalized fused lasso reg-
ularization to search for intact structured foregrounds to recover the missing
content during the background subtraction process. Although BS-GFL is an ef-
ficient algorithm with a very good performance, however, it is an offline and
partially supervised method. To solve the same problem of the missing content
of foreground regions during background subtraction process, Xiaowei Zhou et
al. [31] proposed a method called Moving Object Detection by Detecting Contigu-
ous Outliers in the Low-Rank Representation (DECOLOR). The authors of this
proposed method exploited Markov random field technique to recover the miss-
ing content of foreground detection during background subtraction process. For
foreground detection by exploiting color as well as depth information, Massimo
De Gregorio et al. [6] presented an algorithm known as cwisardH+ working on
the idea of decoupling the color information from the pixel depth information.
The two video sequences runs are synchronously in this algorithm but indepen-
dently and modeled by weightless neural networks at each pixel value.
3 Proposed Method
In this section, we describe each step of our proposed algorithm in detail. The
workflow diagram of our proposed method ForeGAN RGBD is presented in Fig-
ure 1. Our proposed method aims to perform foreground object segmentation by
adding RGB and depth information into DCGAN model [21]. ForeGAN RGBD
has two phases: Phase 1.) Training of the RGB and depth video sequences with
two independent models as shown in Figure 1. Phase 2.) Testing of the two
trained models with video sequences including foreground objects or background
objects via backpropagation technique. It means that in phase 1 we learn two
models based on GAN [29] representing indoor and outdoor scenes with various
challenges on color as well as depth information. Each GAN train two models
simultaneously, a discriminator model and a generator model, to differentiate be-
tween real and fake generated data containing RGB or depth information. The
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the proposed ForeGAN RGBD model. Phase 1: Training has two
independent models one to learn color information of different scenes, called Fore-
GAN RGB model and the other to learn depth information which is called ForeGAN D
model. Phase 2: Testing also has two independent trained models for evaluation. (1)
Input test RGB image sample, (2) Motion masks of test sample via optical flow, (3)
Input RGB image sample multiplied by motion mask, (4) Generated RGB background
image sample, (5) RGB foreground detection by equation 3, (6) Input test depth image
sample, (7) Generated depth background image sample, (8) Depth foreground detection
also by equation 3, (9) Motion mask, (10) Depth foreground detection after masking to
eliminate noisy background pixels, and (11) Final output by fusion of results from (10)
and (5) which is simply pixel by pixel addition. The samples presented in this Figure
are from SBM-RGBD dataset [4] video sequence ’genSeq2’ category ’Shadows’.
objective of the model is to achieve equilibrium of costs, increasing the ability of
the model to generate data that is more accurate. In the following, we explain
our proposed ForeGAN RGBD model in detail.
3.1 ForeGAN RGBD Phase 1
A GAN model has two adversarial modules, a discriminator D and a generator
G. The main objective of generator G is to learn a distribution pgen over input
data Xi via mapping of z samples through G(z). This mapping facilitates the 1D
vectors of input noise which is uniformly distributed and sampled from latent
space Z to the 2D image representation. In a basic GAN model discriminator,
D is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model that maps a 2D image
representation to a single value D(·). This single value D(·) of discriminator’s
output can be explicated as the probability that whether the input given to the
discriminator D was a fake generated image G(z) by the generator G or a real
image X sampled from training data Xi. The discriminator and the generator
are simultaneously optimized via cross entropy loss functions in a following two-
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player minimax game with Γ (D,G) as a value function:
min
G
max
D
Γ (G,D) = Ex∼pdata(x)[log(D(x))]
+Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))].
(1)
The discriminator in GAN model is a decision maker entity which is trained to
maximize the probability of assigning real training sample to actual input data
and samples from pgen to the fake generated data. The purpose of the generator
G is to fool D via minimizing the cost function Γ (G) = log(1−D(G(z))), which
is basically to maximize the following equation:
Γ (G) = D(G(z)). (2)
During the training process, the generator tries to improve itself by generating
realistic images, and the discriminator tries to identify the real and fake gen-
erated images. Once the training is done then the next step is testing which is
discussed in detail in the next section.
3.2 Inverse Mapping of Test Images to Latent Space Representation,
Phase 2
During the phase of adversarial training, the generator learns the mapping from
latent space representations z which is random noise to more realistic images,
G(z) = z 7→ x. However inverse mapping θ(x) = x 7→ z in GAN is not a
straightforward process, rather we need a different mechanism for this purpose.
To achieve inverse mapping Yeh et al. [29] presented a back-propagation method
to input data. This technique was already used by Google’s DeepDream to create
dreamlike images [20]. Moreover, the back-propagation method has also been
used to understand and visualize neural network’s learned features by inverting
the network by updating gradients at the level of input layer [29], [19], [14],
[7]. Every back-propagation based method requires specific loss functions for
inverse mapping process in a neural network. Therefore our method has two loss
functions as well. The purpose of the inverse mapping in our proposed method is
to generate the specific kind of data during testing via back propagation strategy.
Foreground Object Segmentation Loss Given a test image x we aim to find
that particular random noise z in the latent space that was mapped to generate
image G(z) via back-propagation method. To find that specific z, we have to
select an initial random sample zo, from the latent space and reinforce it to the
trained generator network to generate G(zo). The loss functions are designed by
the generated image G(zo), which provides significant update information of the
coefficients of zo leading our back-propagation step to be shifted from zo to z1
in the latent space distribution. The most similar generated image G(zβ) can
be found by various back-propagation steps β = 0, 1, 2, ..., φ by minimizing the
following loss function:
ΥF (zβ) =
∑
|x−G(zβ)|, (3)
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ΥF (zβ) function measures the visual dissimilarity between the test image x and
generated image G(zβ) via various back-propagation steps. In an ideal scenario
if test and generated images are identical, ΥF (zβ) will be zero.
Feature Matching Loss Now the next issue is how to generate those im-
ages G(zβ) which exactly makes the best match with test image x. To solve this
problem, we need another loss term which helps the generator to generate similar
images as test images and minimize the loss function in equation (3). In con-
trast to the loss functions for best matching technique defined in [29], Thomas
Schlegl et al. [22] adopted an interesting method to lead generator to generate
the specific images as test images. This method addresses the problem arises
due to over-training of the discriminator, which causes the instability of GANs.
To improve the inverse mapping of test image x to that specific random noise
z, feature matching technique is designed to force the generator to generate the
data with similar statistics as test data. Since discriminator feeds its gradients
to the generator, it is best to design the loss function on discriminator. This
loss function is defined in such a way that the intermediate feature layer of the
discriminator is feed with the generated image G(zβ):
ΥM (zβ) =
∑
|l(x)− l(G(zβ))|, (4)
Where l(·) represents the output of the intermediate layer of the discriminator,
which describes the test image x. Based on this loss function, the discriminator
is now used as a feature extractor rather than a decision maker for real or fake
image representations during testing process only.
The overall loss functions can be represented as the weighted sum of both loss
terms defined in equations (3) and (4):
ΥM (zβ) = (1− η)ΥF (zβ) + ηΥM (zβ). (5)
The back-propagation method is only applied to the coefficients of z, while other
hyper parameters of the trained GAN model remain unchanged in phase 2 which
is Testing.
3.3 Motion Masks via Optical Flow
To identify fast moving objects in video frames, we use optical flow [15] which
creates a motion mask to capture moving objects. This technique calculates
motion between each pair of consecutive frames in the given input video sequence
I. Motion mask M is estimated by using motion information from consecutive
frames of video sequences. Suppose It and It−1 be the two consecutive video
frames in I at time any instant t and t − 1, respectively. Taking Uyt,p be the
horizontal component and V xt,p be the vertical component of the motion vector
at position p computed between consecutive frames, the corresponding motion
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mask, Mt ∈ {0, 1} will be estimated as:
Mt,p =
{
1, if
√
(Uyt,p)
2 + (V xt,p)
2 < T,
0, otherwise.
(6)
In the above equation, T is a threshold of motion mask magnitude, and it is
computed by taking the average of all pixels in the estimated motion field.
4 Implementation
Our work is inspired by [29] and we have adapted the network [22] which is based
on DCGAN-tensorflow implementation [21]. Our proposed ForeGAN RGBD model
has a generative network, G, takes a random noise vector drawn from a uniform
distribution and generates an image with dimension 64 × 64 × 3. The discrimi-
nator model, however, runs in reverse order of the generator. The input images
are fixed at 64× 64× 3 running through a series of five convolution layers with
down sampling and the number of channels are double the size of the previ-
ous convolution layer. Furthermore, the last layer of the network is a two class
softmax. For training the ForeGAN RGBD model, we use Adam [13] for opti-
mization. The back-propagation steps in our model are 2000 during testing to
generate the background image similar to the test image. The hyper-parameters
are discussed in detail in section 5.1 and 5.2. Experiments are conducted using
TitanX GPU with fixed input image samples of size in training as well as test-
ing. Since all the categories have a limited number of video sequences, we have
increased the training data by data augmentation technique which is translation
and rotation of all the training images. Note that only those samples are consid-
ered in training whose ground truth information is not available in the dataset.
Similarly only those video frames are considered for evaluation/testing purpose
whose ground truth information is available in the dataset.
5 Experiments
We have evaluated our proposed approach on 6 different categories of SBM-
RGBD dataset [4] containing 27 video sequences. The video sequences are very
challenging as they contain indoor and outdoor background scenes for foreground
detection in the presence of color as well as depth information. The experimental
process is divided into two phases, training and testing. The detail explanation
of both phases is presented as follows:
5.1 Phase 1: Training
The training is performed on 6 categories of the SBM-RGBD dataset using the
proposed technique. We have trained two models independently one to learn
of color information (ForeGAN RGB) of the video sequences and the other to
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Fig. 2. Visual results of each step of our propose ForeGAN RGBD method. (a) Input
test RGB sequences It as mentioned in section 3.3 (b) Input test RGB sequences It−1
(c) Input test RGB sequence It−1 multiplied by motion masks to identify moving ob-
jects (d) generated background samples by our ForeGAN RGB model (e) Foreground
objects detected by subtracting (b) and (d) which is equation (3), (f) Ground truths
(g) Test depth sequences (h) Generated background depths by ForeGAN D model.
The sequences represented in row 1 is from ’Bootstrapping ds’ category ’Bootstrap-
ping’, row 2 is from ’fall01cam1’ category ’Shadows’, row 3 is from ’Hallway ’ category
’Color Camouflage’ and row 4 is from ’Despatx ds’ category ’Depth Camouflage’.
learn the depth information (ForeGAN D) with 200 epochs each. During the
training phase, the goal of our GAN network is to learn the color as well as depth
information of the background scene. However, the only difference between two
models is that the RGB model is trained on all kinds of video sequences regardless
of the presence of foreground objects while the depth model of GAN is trained
with the video sequences containing only depth information of background scene.
Both of the models are trained individually on scene-specific information based
on each category in SBM-RGBD dataset.
5.2 Phase 2: Testing
The testing of the proposed models is performed independently on both trained
models, and the output of both models is fused to get the final results. All the
testing samples are also fixed as mentioned in section 4 and given as input to
the models individually for validation with back-propagation steps. We have
evaluated our proposed model by using F -measure score which is calculated as
follows:
F = 2
P ×R
P +R
, (7)
P =
Tp
Tp + Fp
, (8)
R =
Tp
Tp + Fn
, (9)
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where Tp is True positives, Tn is True negatives, Fp is False positives, Fn is
False negatives, F is F -Measure, P is Precision, and R is Recall. For better
foreground detection, the aim is to maximize F score. Since the two models,
ForeGAN RGB and ForeGAN D are trained in way different way; they are
also tested discretely, to improve the performance of the foreground object de-
tection. The trained model for color information ForeGAN RGB is tested in
such a way that the input test sequences are first multiplied with motion mask
to eliminate the moving foreground object information (see Figure 2 (3)). This
step helps our trained network to generate the background image sample with
similar information by back-propagation steps. Later this generated background
image is subtracted with input test sample to extract the foreground objects
(Figure 2 (a), (c) and (d), Figure 1 (5)). The ForeGAN D is also evaluated in
the same way, but the only difference is that the testing sampling is given as
it is to the trained model which generates the similar depth information as test
sample but it will be a background scene. After that pixel by pixel subtraction of
generated background depth information and testing sample gives us foreground
object segmentation with a lot of noise in it mostly as shown in Figure 1 (8). So
motion masks are multiplied with foreground objects detected via depth infor-
mation to eliminate the noisy background depth pixels as shown in Figure 1 (8),
(9) and (10) respectively. The last step is to fuse the information of foregrounds
detected by following fusion technique from both models to get the final output
ForeGAN RGB + ForeGAN D = ForeGAN RGBD
Table 1. Comparison of average F -measure score on SBM-RGBD dataset [4] concern-
ing depth and color features. The first and second best performing methods are shown
in red and blue colors respectively.
Methods Depth features RGB features
BS-GFL 0.21 0.63
DECOLOR 0.20 0.56
cwisardH+ — —
RGB-SOBS — 0.70
SRPCA 0.24 0.71
ForeGAN RGBD 0.45 0.51
5.3 Foreground Object Segmentation by ForeGAN RGBD
To highlight the significance of our proposed GAN model, we compared it with
5 state-of-the-art methods by F -measure as shown in Table 2. By using original
implementations of the authors, we have compared our proposed method with
BS-GFL [28], DECOLOR [31], cwisardH+ [6], RGB-SOBS [16] and SRPCA [9].
Qualitative comparisons of our proposed method are presented in Figure 3 and
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Table 2. Comparison of average F -measure score on SBM-RGBD dataset [4]. Figure 3
represents visual comparisons with other methods. The first and second best performing
methods are shown in red and blue colors respectively.
Categories BS-GFL DECOLOR cwisardH+ RGB-SOBS SRPCA ForeGAN RGBD
Illumination Changes 0.2991 0.4861 0.4581 0.4527 0.4454 0.8158
Color Camouflage 0.7333 0.7030 0.9510 0.4864 0.8329 0.9635
Depth Camouflage 0.7540 0.7252 0.7648 0.8935 0.8083 0.9360
Out of Range 0.7182 0.5874 0.8987 0.8527 0.8011 0.8726
Shadows 0.5869 0.9051 0.9264 0.9218 0.7591 0.9271
Bootstrapping 0.5711 0.7601 0.5669 0.8007 0.8098 0.8646
Average 0.6104 0.6482 0.7609 0.7075 0.7698 0.8966
F -measure score comparison with 5 state-of-the-art methods are presented in
Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen in Table 1 that our proposed method has per-
formed well regarding foreground object segmentation by using depth features as
compared to all methods. However, by using only RGB features the F−measure
is quite low which means our ForeGAN RGB model does not detect the fore-
ground objects very well. The main reason behind this fact is that sometimes
there are too much background noisy pixel values in frame difference detection
of background-foreground images. Nevertheless, this problem is eliminated in
ForeGAN D model because after frame difference of background depth image
generated by our network and test sample; it is masked with optical flow motion
information as shown in Figure 1. But upon combining the features of depth as
well as color information the F −measure is increased significantly in the case
of our proposed algorithm as compared to all methods as shown in Table 1.
The detail explanation of category wise comparison of our proposed method with
5 state-of-the-art methods is as follows:
Category: Illumination Changes contains 4 video sequences in SBM-RGBD
dataset [4]. The average F -measure scores among all four video sequences are
shown in Table 2. It can be seen in Table 2 that our proposed method Fore-
GAN RGBD has achieved maximum F -measure score among all the compared
methods. However, the second best performing method is cwisardH+ among
all the compared methods. Since this category represents challenging video se-
quences with several illumination variations it can be seen in Table 2 that all
compared methods except our proposed method have a very low F -measure
score. It is because illumination variations pose a lot of challenges to all com-
pared methods, but our proposed method can generate the background sequence
with exact illumination condition. This aspect of our proposed method favors
precise foreground detection with challenging illumination conditions. Visual re-
sults are represented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of our proposed method with 5 state-of-the-art meth-
ods. From left to right: each input sequence is selected from different categories (a)
’fall01cam0’ category ’Bootstrapping’, (b) ’colorCam1’ category ’Color Camouflage’,
(c) ’Wall’ category ’Depth Camouflage’, (d) ’genSeq1’ category ’Illumination Changes’,
(e) ’MultiPeople1’ category ’Out of Range’ and (f) ’shadows1’ category ’Shadows’.
row 1: 6 images from input test video sequences row 2: Ground truth, row 3: fore-
ground detection by our proposed ForeGAN RGBD method, row 4: SOBS-RGB, row 5:
DECOLOR, row 6: SRPCA and row 7: BS-GFL.
Category: Color Camouflage also contains 4 video sequences including
foreground objects that are very close in color to the background in SBM-RGBD
dataset [4]. The average F -measure scores among all four video sequences are
shown in Table 2 and it can be seen that only our proposed method and cwis-
ardH+ method has performed well. This category contains challenging video
sequences in which foreground objects are very close in color to the background.
Still, our proposed method achieved the highest F -measure score. The main rea-
son is that as our algorithm extracts foreground objects from RGB and depth
models independently, so if even one of the model suffers performance degrada-
tion the other model can detect the foreground objects. Qualitative results are
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shown in Figure 2 and 3 in comparison to ground truths and state-of-the-art
methods respectively.
Category: Depth Camouflage also contains 4 videos including foreground
objects very close in depth to the background in SBM-RGBD dataset [4]. It can
be seen Table 2 that our proposed method has outperformed all the compared
methods and RGB-SOBS method has achieved the second best score. The top
performance of our proposed method is due to the same reason mentioned previ-
ously in color camouflage challenge discussion. The visual results are represented
in Figure 2 (d) row 4 and Figure 3 (c). It can be seen in the qualitative analysis
that our proposed method has better results than all the compared methods
except RGB-SOBS method which has performed second best in this category.
Category: Out of Range has 5 videos sequences including foreground or back-
ground objects that are too close to/far from the sensor [4]. It can be seen in the
Table 2 that our proposed method has achieved second best F -measure score
0.8726 however cwisardH+ method achieved best score 0.8987. The reason is
that sometimes our proposed method cannot generate the perfect background
sequence for foreground objects which are too far from the sensor. Visual results
presented in Figure 3 (e) which shows the comparison of our proposed method
with all compared methods and ground truth information as well.
Category: Shadows also contains 5 videos showing shadows caused by fore-
ground objects. These can be visible-light shadows in the RGB channels or IR
shadows in the depth channel [4]. In this challenging category, our proposed
method has also achieved the highest F -measure score 0.9271 but the cwis-
ardH+ method also achieved the best score with a minimal difference as shown
in Table 2. The visual results shown in Figure 2 (d) row 2 and Figure 3 (f)
represents that our proposed method can detect foreground objects even in the
presence of shadows.
Category: Bootstrapping also contains 5 video sequences including fore-
ground objects in almost all their frames [4]. It can be seen in Table 2 that our
proposed method ForeGAN RGBD has also achieved highest F -measure score
and SRPCA has achieved second highest F -measure score. It is a very chal-
lenging category for all compared methods because it contains video sequences
including foreground objects in almost all their frames but still our proposed
method outperformed all compared methods. The main reason behind this fact
is that our proposed method can learn the background scene information even
if the foreground objects have left the scene once. This aspect of our proposed
GAN network improves its efficiency in foreground object detection with chal-
lenging scenarios like bootstrapping. For instance visual results are shown in
Figure 2 (c) and (d) row 1 and Figure 3 (a).
6 Conclusion
In this study, we present the foreground detection algorithm based on generative
adversarial network (GAN) exploiting color as well as depth information. Our
goal is to do foreground segmentation in the presence of various major chal-
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lenges in background scenes in real environments. To handle these challenges
we present a fusion based foreground detection algorithm which exploits color
as well as depth information, with the help of Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN). Our proposed GAN model is trained in an unsupervised fashion on
color and depth information independently with various challenges. After that
for testing, the GAN model has to generate the same background samples as test
samples with similar statistics via back-propagation technique. The generated
background samples are then subtracted from the given test samples to detect
foreground objects from color as well as depth information, and final results are
calculated by the fusion of both model’s segmented outputs. The comparison of
our proposed method with five state-of-the-art methods highlights the strength
of our algorithm for foreground object segmentation in the presence of various
challenging conditions.
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